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THE CYLINDRICAL ANTENNA; CURRENT AND IMPEDANCE*

BY

RONOLD KING and DAVID MIDDLETON

Cruft Laboratory and the Research Laboratory of Physics, Harvard University

1. Introduction. The definition and the determination of the impedance of a sym-

metrical, center-driven antenna of small, circular cross section involves three major

problems. These are first the theoretical analysis including the formulation of bound-

ary conditions; second the apparatus and the technique of experimental measurement;

and third the coordination of experiment with theory. Of these

-|2a[- problems only the first is the subject of this paper; the last two

1 t are considered in detail elsewhere.1 The present discussion is

concerned specifically with an analytical improvement in the

solution of the theoretical problem.

 2 The boundary and driving conditions in this analysis are the
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>f-R, same as implied in earlier analyses,2,3 and the same integral

~ 2 equation is obtained. However, the present paper introduces a

new approach to the solution of Hallen's integral equation in

" 0 that it replaces a function arbitrarily chosen for reasons of

mathematical convenience in the approximate evaluation of the

equation by a function actually fitted to the true distribution of

_|Z| current. As a consequence, new parameters are introduced to

replace those used by Hallen (or equally those used by Gray12)

in the successive approximations, and as would be expected the

-h resulting development shows a more rapid convergence, in so

Fig 1 Cylindrical ^ar as ls indicated by a relatively small difference between

antenna with hemi- first and second order solutions.

spherical ends. The antenna actually analyzed is a theoretical one in the

sense that no exact experimental analogue can be constructed.

Its properties are summarized as follows:

(1) The antenna is a highly conducting cylinder of small radius a extending un-

broken from z = —h to z= +/t as shown in Fig. 1. Postulated inequalities are

0a « 1, a « h, (1)

where /3=a>/c is the phase constant and c = 3X108 m/sec.

(2) The ends of the antenna at z = + h contribute nothing to the electrical prob-

lem so that it is correct to write

Ih = 0 at z = ± h. (2)

(3) The antenna is center-driven by a slice generator consisting of a disk of neg-

* Received Aug. 6, 1945.

1 R. King and D. D. King. J. Appl. Phys. 16, 445 (1945).
5 E. HallSn, Nova Acta, Royal Soc. Sciences, Upsala 11, 1 (1938).

3 R. King and C. W. Harrison, Jr., Proc. I.R.E. 31, 548 (1943).
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ligible thickness at the center, z — 0, which is in all respects like any other piece of the

antenna except that a scalar potential difference

Vo — lim (</>+z — 4>-t) = <f>+ o — 4>-a (3)
z—>0

is maintained between its faces.

(4) All other conductors and all dielectrics are sufficiently far away so that their

individual effects are indistinguishable from the composite effect of the universe as

a whole. If R is the distance from the center of the antenna to the nearest point on

any other conductor or on a dielectric the following inequalities must be satisfied

0R» 1; i?»A. (4)

The degree in which this theoretical antenna can be realized physically is sum-

marized briefly below. Details are found elsewhere.1,4'6 6•7

(a) A metal wire or rod can be constructed to satisfy completely the properties

assumed in conjunction with (1).

(b) If a solid cylinder with flat ends or a hollow cylinder is used (2) is not exactly

true. A small current exists at the ends to charge the sharp edges, the end surfaces,

or the inner surfaces of a tube near the ends. This leads to an error in h of the order

of magnitude of a, and a consequent hidden shift in the theoretical impedance curves.

For particular values of h near anti-resonance large errors in impedance are involved.

A solid cylinder of length 2h along the axis with hemispherical ends as shown in Fig. 1

is a satisfactory physical approximation that satisfies (1) and (2).

(c) It is physically impossible to provide a slice generator. At very low frequencies

a two-wire drive is satisfactory to approximate (3) but in this case (4) can not be

satisfied. At high frequencies where (4) is readily satisfied a two-wire drive involves

adjacerft end surfaces and a gap in the antenna which are not taken into account in

the theory. The effects of gap and end surfaces are compensating and may be taken

into account roughly in comparing theoretical and experimental results by including

a lumped capacitance in parallel with the experimentally measured impedances if the

gap is large and a similar capacitance in parallel with the theoretical impedances if

the gap is very narrow and the adjacent end surfaces of the antenna are very close

together.1 A vertical antenna of length h over a conducting plane, driven from a

coaxial line, may be a good approximation of a slice generator, but the unavailability

of an infinite, perfectly conducting plane leads to other difficulties.

(d) The condition for the far zone (4) can not be fulfilled at low radio frequencies

(where accurate measurements can be made easily) because it is not possible to get

far enough away from the earth. At high frequencies where this is possible, accurate

measurements are difficult and the dimensions of the antenna and its driving struc-

ture become undesirably small.1

The analysis of the theoretical antenna subject to the conditions (1) to (4) dis-

cussed above, can be reduced to one-dimensional form involving the total current Iz

if it is assumed that the cross-sectional distribution of the density of current is inde-

4 L. Brillouin, Quart. Appl. Math. 1, 201 (1943).
6 L. Brillouin, El. Communication 22, 11 (1944).

6 S. A. Schelkunoff, J. Appl. Phys. 15, 54 (1944).
7 R. King and C. W. Harrison, Jr., J. Appl. Phys. 15, 170 (1944).
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pendent of the axial distribution. In effect, this means that the cross-sectional dis-

tribution and the internal impedance per unit length may be obtained from the analy-

sis of an infinitely long cylinder. This is an excellent approximation subject to (1).

At high frequencies the internal impedance per unit length is given by

1 / coull
(5)

with a the conductivity in mhos per meter, ix the relative permeability, a the radius

in meters, and II =47rX10-7 henry per meter. Subject to this assumption in addition

to (l)-(4) the vector potential at any point z on the cylindrical surface of the antenna

due to the axial current in the entire antenna is given by 3'8'9

n rh
A, — — I IJ Rr'e-V'dz',

where

Ri = V(z — z')2 + a2,

and I', =/,(z') is the axial current at z'.

The integral equation for the current, originally derived by Hallen,2 is10

4tt rh
— Az = I Rr1e~'VRldz'
n J-h

= —^ [Ci cos /Sz + %Vo sin /3 | z | — z' j* I(s) sin /3(z —

(6)

(7)

(8)

Vo is the driving potential difference maintained by the slice generator at z=,0; Ci is

a constant of integration which is later evaluated using (2); i?c = cll =376.7 ohms

== 12(br ohms. In practice the conductivity a is usually sufficiently high and therefore

z' sufficiently small so that the last integral in (8) contributes negligibly to the final

result.11 For simplicity it is omitted throughout the following analysis. If required

it can be included readily at appropriate points with no change in the formulation.

2. Expansion of the integral equation. In the absence of an exact solution of the

integral equation (8) in closed form, an approximate solution may be obtained by

expanding the integral on the left in a converging power series in terms of an ap-

propriately chosen parameter. If a converging series is obtained and a sufficient num-

ber of terms can be evaluated the choice of the parameter for expansion is unimpor-

tant. If only a few terms in the series can be evaluated readily it is of great importance

to select the parameter in such a way that convergence is so rapid that the sum of

two or three terms gives a satisfactory approximation. The several parameters which

have been used,9,12 including that introduced below, will be discussed critically and

results compared in another paper. The general definition of all such parameters is

formulated below.

8 R. King, Electromagnetic engineering Vol. 1, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, 1945, p. 241.

8 S. A. Schelkunoff, Electromagnetic waves, D. Van Nostrand Co., New York, 1943, pp. 140, 142 ff.

10 Reference 3, equation (25). The complete derivation is given.

u R. King and F. G. Blake, Proc. I.R.E. 30, 335 (1942).
u M. C. Gray, J. Appl. Phys. 15, 61 (1944).
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The solution of (8) may be formulated by expressing Iz in terms of a convenient

reference current such as the input current J0 and a distribution function /(z) that

is unknown. Thus let

I. = Jo/0); II = 7„/(z'), (9a)

so that

II = hf(z')/f(z) = /*g(z, z'). (9b)

The relative distribution function g(z, z') is defined in (9b). Now let a function ^(z)

be defined by

M'(z) = r g(z, z')Rrle~'fiRldz'. (10)
J —h

If the relative distribution function g(z, z') were the actual one, it would be correct

to write /21Jr(z) for the integral on the left in (8). Whatever the form of g{z, z'), it is

correct to write

— Az=f I!Rrle->»R'dz' = Z,*(z) + f [/.' - I,g(z, z')}RTle-*R>dz'. (11)
n J J -h

The more nearly g(z, z') approximates the true distribution the smaller will be the

difference integral on the right in (11). If g(z, z') can be chosen accurately enough so

that the integral on the right in (11) is considerably smaller than the term /^(z) for

all values of z, it is possible to treat this term as the principal part and the difference

integral as a correction.

If g(z, z') were the true relative distribution function so that the difference in-

tegral in (11) were zero, the function SP(z) would be given by

4ir A,
*(*) = ~ — • (12)

11 1 g

That is, ¥(z) would be proportional to the ratio of the vector potential on the surface

of the antenna at a point z divided by the total axial current at z. It is clear from (6)

that the vector potential at a point z is determined largely by the current at and

near z, except possibly at a few points where Iz is very small compared with the cur-

rents elsewhere in the antenna. It may be assumed, therefore, that the ratio Az/Iz

is reasonably constant and predominantly real at all points along the antenna except

at and near very small or zero values of the current. Clearly, since Iz — 0 at the ends

and A z is not zero there, ^(z) is infinite at z= ±h. However, the product /^(z) must

remain finite and relatively small at z = + h.

If ¥(z) is sensibly constant for most values of z, it must be exactly equal to ^(z0)

at some point z = z0, so chosen that ^(z0) is a good approximation of ^(z) except where

Iz is small or zero. Let

* = | *(zo) |, (13a)

so that

*(z) = W*. (13b)

Also let a function y (z) be defined so that
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y(z) = ^ + 7(3), (14a)

where

y(z) = V(e'e* — 1). (14b)

If ty(z) is predominantly real, 7(2) is a small complex correction function except at

values of 2 where I, is small or zero. It is to be noted that 7(2) is infinite at 2= ±h

but that Izy(z) is finite and small there.

If g(z, 2') is not the true relative distribution function but only approximate,

(12) is also approximate, and it is still possible to write (13a, b) and (14a, b) with

Sf'(z) defined as in (10). Substituting (14a) in (11) and using (11) in (8) solved for Iz

in the principal term I&, one obtains

h = —-— [Ci cos /Sz + iVo sin |8 | z | }
Re*

- ^ |/*7(z) + J * [/*' - z') ]Rrle-*R>dz^ . (15)

\
This equation is exact. Like (8) it is an integral equation in the current, but the cur-

rent appears in the integrand of a difference integral that is small. The term Iz7(3)

is also small except near points where Iz is small or vanishes, as at 2 = ± h.

A more useful form of (15) is obtained as follows. Let (8) be written with 2 = h in

the form

0 = —— {Ci cos jSh + |Fo sin j3h\ - — f I't Rlhe-^dz'.
R& VJ-h

(16)

The term in 2* has been omitted in (16) just as in (15). Actually (16) is exactly equiva-

lent to (15) when this is written with z — h. In (16)

Rn = V(h - z'y + a*. (17)

The desired equation is obtained by subtracting (16) from (15). It is

  'lA'jr

Iz =  {Ci[cos /3z — cos Ph] + hV'A sin j8 | z | — sin Ph]}
R&

- ^|/,7(2) + J [II - Izg{z, z')]Rrle-'»K'dz' - J Iz'Rti-'e-'V^dz'j . (18)

This is the final exact form of the integral equation. Its principal advantage over (8)

lies in the fact that all terms on the right involving the current are small if the rela-

tive distribution function g(z, z') is correctly chosen to make the difference terms

small. The expression (18) must be used in preference to (15) because in (18) the

right side vanishes for all values of f3h when 2= ±h as required by (2), whereas the

right side in (15) can not be made to vanish at x= +h when cos fih = 0. In this case

the arbitrary constant Ci disappears from (15).

The integral equation (18) can be expressed as the sum of a principal current

(/2)o consisting of the trigonometric terms and a correction current (7Z)C given by the

remaining terms. The correction term (Iz)c can then be expanded in a power series

in 1/^. Thus
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I. = (/,)o + (/,), = (J.) o + (/,)„ + (/,)«, + (/,)„ + • • • • (19)

Here (IZ)CI is obtained by substituting (Iz)0 in (h)c; (Iz) Cl + (Iz) c2 is obtained using

(I*)o + (Iz)cl in (Iz)c, etc.

For convenience let

Fn(z) - FJh) m F„- G„(z) - Gn(h) m Gnz (20a)

where

F0(z) = cos /3z; F0(h) = cos /3h; G0(z) = sin /3 | z |; Go(h) = sin fih (20b)

/h /» h
g(z, z')Rr1e~'ffRidz' — I Fn-i^R^er'PRidz'— Fn-i.,y(z), (21a)

-h J —h

Fn(h) m - f F„-i,Z'R\hle~ftRv>dz'. (21b)
J -h

The first and last terms in (21a) may be combined into Fn-i,» ^ using (10) and (14a).

Expressions for G„(z) and Gn(h) are obtained from (21a) and (21b) by writing G for

Fthroughout.

Using (19)—(21) in (18), the complete series solution for It may be obtained. The

constant Ci may be evaluated from (16) using (19)—(21) as described in references

2 and 3. The resulting mth order current is13

,0 T_. ( E Fn{z)/*»- E G.(A)/¥» - E G.(z)/*" E Fn(h)/*»
, N jlirVo J n—0 n=0 n—0 n—0 k

(7')m = { ) • 22)
R ) m

( E Fn(k)/y
\ n=0

This formula may be simplified using (20a, b). The result is

.... sin 0(A - | z | ) + E Mn(z)/V
j2tVq i n==i

(/.)» = J—— {  , (23)
Rc¥

where, in particular,

cos 0h + E Fn(h)/^n

Mi(z) = Mi(z) + jMi (z) = F^z) sin (3h — Fj(A) sin |3 | z | + Gi(A) cos /3z

— Gi(z) cos /3/t, (24)

M2(z) = M2(z) + jMt(z) = /**2(z) sin j3A — -F2(A) sin /31 z

+ Gi(h)Fi(z) — Gi(z)Fy(h) + G2(A) cos /3z — G2(z) cos /3A, (25)

and, as previously defined,2'4'6,8

Fn(h) = a„ = a„ -f jaj. (26)

With

13 C. J. Bouwkamp, Physica 9, 609 (1942). In Bouwkamp's paper G and Fare, respectively, the F

and G functions in this analysis.
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ft = ft + ift ■ M„(0) = M[{0) + jM"{0), (27)

the impedance of the antenna is defined by

Z0 = V'o/h, (28)

where I0 is given by (23) with 2 = 0. It is

, cos &h + X an/vn]
I n=*l f

I m \

sin fih + ^2 ft/^"1]

(Z0)m = (R0)m + j(X0)m = jRc* { — } . (29)

2ir

This is a generalization of the formula obtained by Hallen2 and others3'13, as shown

later.

3. Functions and parameters in the Hallen solution. The expressions for the cur-

rent (23) and for the impedance (29) depend upon the constant parameter and

this in turn depends upon the relative distribution function g(z, z'). The definition of

these quantities involves the following considerations: The relative distribution func-

tion g(z, z') must be so chosen that it is a sufficiently good approximation of the

actual distribution to make the difference integral in (11) small. Furthermore, it must

be sufficiently simple in form that the integral (10) for ^(z) can be evaluated and

separated into a principal, constant, real part |^(20)| and a small correction

term -y(z) as in (14a, b).

The choice of distribution function made by Hallen depended upon the reasonable

albeit implicit assumption that the vector potential Az at z depends primarily upon

the current at and near z. If contributions from all more distant elements of current

are small, Az may be evaluated approximately by assuming the current at all points

to be Iz and neglecting retardation. This is equivalent to setting

gH(z, z') = e'VRl. (30)

The subscript H will be used to designate parameters and functions in the Hallen

analysis. With (30), (10) gives

/" dz h + z « — z
  = sinh-1 b sinh""1 • (31)

-hR\ a- a

Alternatively and equivalently

**(z) = & + In (l - M + «(z), (32)

where

2 h
0 = ^h(z = 0) = 2 In — > . (33)

a

Hz)

If the function ^h(z) in (31) is plotted as a function of z/a for a range of values of

the ratio h/a, it is found to be moderately constant for large ratios h/a except with
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2 near h. Subject to the condition a2<ZLh2, the maximum value of ^h(z) is fi, the aver-

age value is fl —2 + 2 In 2 = Q —0.614, the value at z = ±h is JQ+ln 2. For fl>15 the

average value or the maximum value are satisfactory approximations. In view of the

fact that ^s(z) becomes smaller at z— ±h instead of becoming infinite as it would if

the correct distribution function were used, it is clear that the curvature of ^h{z)

is the reverse of what it should be. Therefore, the maximum value ft is probably the

best approximation of ^h{z) and this was Hallen's, although not explicitly for this

reason. Thus the Hallen analysis sets

2 h
^n(,Zo) = = 2 In — > (35a)

a

yH(z) = In ^1 - + S(z). (35b)

The Hallen expressions for the current and the impedance are given by (23) and (29)

with ft written for ^ and with appropriately modified functions Fn(z), F„(h), Gn(z),

and Gn(h), n>0. The functions with w = 0 are independent of the choice of SF. The

Hallen functions are

/h g iPRi(Fn-i,z')n—~—dz', (36a)
-h R\

/h g-iPRik
(F—!..')«■ —r— dz'. (36b)

-h Rlh

Gnii(z) and Gnii(h) are obtained from the above by writing G for F. These functions

have been evaluated elsewhere3,13 for n = 1 and n = 2. The first order distribution of

current and the first order impedance have been calculated and represented graphi-

cally3-11; the second order impedance has been evaluated by Bouwkamp.13 The Hal-

len formula for the mth order current is

i m

»J sin f}(k — | z | ) + 22 MnH(z)/ttn ]
1 2tVo ] „_i /

(IJmH = —T    — — } , (37)
RCQ

cos 13h + FnH(h)/Qn

J cos ph + X <*»»/&"
. jRcQ ) n=l f

(Zo)mH =  \ / • (38a)
2w

'sin $h + |3„ff/nn

Here
n=l

CinH = an + jan = FnH(h), (38b) finH = Pn + jp" = M nH(Q). (38c)

The functions ai and /3j are tabulated and represented graphically in references 2,3,

11; the functions a2 and /?2 as calculated by Bouwkamp13 using graphical methods are

listed in Table I and plotted in Figs. 2 and 3.

4. Functions and parameters in the improved solution. The relative distribution

function g{z, z') in (30) is the simplest and the most obvious one if an attempt is
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Table I

Ph

0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

1.2
1.4
1.6
1.8
2.0

2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.0

3.2
3.4
3.6
3.8
4.0

4.2
4.4
4.6
4.8
5.0

0
-0.16
-0.53
-1.07
-1.67
-2.17

-2.66
-3.00
-3.23
-3.34
-3.33

-3.16
-2.84
-2.35
-1.59
-0.61

0.50
1.58
2.59
3.49
4.33

5.03
5.41
5.46
5.20
4.66

ii

0
0.03
0.13
0.39
0.80
1.31

1.84
2.31
2.73
3.04
3.30

0

3.07
5.20
6.50
7.14
6.78

5.48
3.34
0.45

-3.06
-7.03

3.48
3.58
3.58
3.40
2.99

2.27
1.37
0.28

-0.83
-2.00

-3.09
-4.13
-5.04
-5.67
-6.08

-11.25
-16.22
-20.83
-24.71
-27.54

0

0.03
0.24
0.78
1.74

3.04
4.97
7.06
9.33

11.81

13.98
16.08
17.28
17.72
17.50

-29.02
-29.29
-28.30
-26.35
-23.38

16.85
15.75
13.84
11.34
8.28

-19.60
-15.14
-10.26
-4.21

+2.41

4.73
0.21

-4.84
-10.09
-15.10

made to solve the original integral equation (8) as was done by Hallen. On the other

hand, if the formal solution is carried through to obtain (23) without previously

selecting g(z, z') as has been done in the present analysis, it is perfectly clear that the

leading term in the distribution of current for any value of the distribution function

must be of the form
I, = Kjy{z) (39a)

with
/i(z) s= sin j3(h — | z | ). (39b)

K is an amplitude factor independent of z. Accordingly, an approximate relative dis-

tribution function is
sin P(h — | z' | ) Mz')

Ski(z, z ) = .  i—j— = —y- • (40)
sin P(h — I z | ) /i(z)

This function is known to be a very much better approximation of the actual current

then the function assumed by Hallen, ga(z, z') The function /i(z) =sin /3(/z — | z| )

actually is proportional to the principal part of the current-, the function eifiRl is not.

Using (40) and (10) we obtain
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Fig. 2. The parameters a'2 and a" as a function of ph.

-300

Fig. 3. The parameters pi and jS" as a function of /3h.
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^ki(z) = f gKi(z, z')Rr1e~'PRldz'. (41)
J -k

This function involves the factor /i(z) = sin &(h— |z|) in the denominator of the

integrand. Since this is not a function of z' it is a constant in the integration. There-

fore, it is convenient to introduce the function

Mt) m f f1(z')Rr1e-'VRldz' (42a)
J -h

so that
ii(z)

*«(«) = ttv • (42b)
/i(z)

The function \pi(z) can be written in the form

*i(z) = C(z) sin Ph — S(z) cos f3h, (43)

where

C(z) = f cos pz'Rr'e-'W'dz', (44)
J -h

S(z) = f sin p1 z' | Rr'e-'^dz'. (45)
J -k

These integrals are evaluated in the Appendix both in general and in a simpler ap-

proximate form. The latter is a good approximation if, as assumed throughout this

analysis, h2^>a2. Curves for C(z) and S(z) as calculated using the simpler forms which

apply in this analysis are given in Figs. 4r-7, 20-23 for j3A = -k/2 and ir and for 12

= 2 In (2h/a) = 10 and 20. It is to be noted that

V^i(z) = C(z); p h = tt/2, (46)

(z) = S(z); ph = ir. (47)

It follows that the plots of C(z) with (3h = ir/2 are also plots of ipi(z); these are given

in Figs. 4 and 5 for 12 = 10 and 20. Similarly plots of S(z) with f3h = ir are also plots

of ^i(z); these are given in Figs. 6 and 7 for ft = 10 and 20. The function ^i(z) is seen

to have a very small imaginary part so that it and ^xi(z) =^i(z)//i(z) are predomi-

nantly real, in confirmation of the assumption made in conjunction with (14). Ac-

cordingly, the parameter ^ = | ̂ (z0) | defined in (13a) may be chosen to be

*jci = | **i(0) | = | W0) |; ph = x/2; (48)

*xi = | - X/4) | = | Mh ~ X/4) |; ph = ir. (49)

The function

I I = (50)
/i(z)

is plotted in Figs. 4-7. For /3h =ir/2 and both for Q= 10 and 20 it is seen to be quite

constant over the entire length of the antenna except near the ends where it becomes

infinite, as it should. For j3h = ir the function becomes infinite not only at the ends

but also at the center. The infinity at the center is a result of approximating the
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current by the distribution function/i(2) = sin &(h— |z|). With (3h = ir and 2 = 0, this

vanishes so that Sf'jnCz) necessarily diverges. Unlike the infinity at the ends, the in-

finity at 2 = 0 is due to the fact that/1 (2) and hence gjc(2, 2') are approximate and not

exact distribution functions. Actually, the current does not vanish at 2 = 0; it merely is

small so that ^(2) does not become infinite. The fact that I„ is small at and near

2 = 0 does not mean that ^(z) necessarily becomes very large. ^(2) is by definition

proportional to the ratio At/It, and A, is determined largely by the current at 2.

Hence A z_0 is small if /2_0 is, and the ratio may remain moderately constant. Fur-

theremore, since A z at z = h — X/4 is determined principally by the large (near maxi-

mum) currents at and near z = h—\/4, it is affected only very slightly by a small

current at z = 0. Therefore Az at z = h—\/4 and will not be sensibly dif-

ferent if a fictitious zero current is assumed at z = 0 or. an actual small current. Ac-

cordingly the function \^Ki(h— X/41 is a good approximation of ^xi(z) for the actual

current everywhere (including z = 0) except near the ends, z= + h.

Although the qualitative argument to show that ^^(z) is sensibly constant and

approximately equal to X/4)| for all values of z except the ends is sound,

it can be verified directly using Hallen's first order distribution. It has been shown'

that a very satisfactory approximation of the Hallen first order current is given by

(cos Bz — cos Bh\ . . 7r
, ) + jU sin 0(A - | z I ); — ^ ph < 2r,

1 — cos /8« / 2
(51)

where 10" is the component of current at z = 0 in phase with the driving potential

difference and Im' is the maximum value of the component of current in phase quad-

rature with the driving potential difference. Im' occurs at z = A—X/4. With

k = I"/Im ; I*|<l. (52)

it is possible to write (51) in the form

( , , /cos Bz — cos /3/j\)
I, = jU { sin fi(h - I z I) - jk — —- ) \ = jlmMz). (53)

I \ 1 — cos j3 h /)

With this approximate current, an appropriate distribution function g(z, z') is defined

by
f I, sin /3(/f — | z' | ) — jk{cos /Sz' — cos j3A)/(l — cos f)h)

^ ^ ^ 11 sin /3(h — | z | ) — jk(cos /3z — cos Bh)/( 1 — cos /3A)

/j(z') 7T

h{z) 2
^ Ph < 2x. (54)

The ratio factor k is negative and small compared with unity. It is plotted in Fig. 8

as a function of fih from the data of Figs. 9-11 in reference 3. Only values of (3h near

ir are used because for (3h not near integral multiples of ir the distribution (cos /3z

— cos ph) does not differ greatly from sin j3(A — | zj). At @h = ir/2 they are identical.

Using the notation (42a, b),

Wz) = f ft(z')Rr1e~'VRidz', (55a)
J -h

so that
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^2(2)
**2(2) = —- • (55b)

Mz)
The function ^(z) can be written

-60

-50

-.40

-30

(56)
rC(z) — E(z) cos (ih~\

^2(2) = C(z) sin 0h — S(z) cos /3/i — jk\  ,
L 1 - cos Ph J

where C(z) and S(z) are defined in (44) and (45), and E(z) is given by

£(2) = f Rr1e~'fiRldz'. (57)
J -h

-00

Fig. 8. The quantity k = l[' /Im as a function of fih near anti-resonance.

This function is evaluated in the Appendix both in general and in a simpler ap-

proximate form valid when it is possible to write a2«&2, as in the present analysis.

E(z) is plotted in Figs. 24 and 25 for $h = ir/2 and ir and with 12 = 10 and 20. The

function ^2(z) is necessarily predominantly real because it is known that the first

two terms in (56)—these are identically <^i(z)—are predominantly real and that k is

small. The functions l^s(z)| and |^x2(z)| = |^2(2)|/|/2(z)| are shown in Figs. 9 and

10 for (3h = ir and fl = 10 and 20. It is seen that | "^^2(2) | does not become infinite at

z = 0, and is reasonably constant and equal to \^K2(h— A/4)| = \\p2(h—\/4)\ for all

values of z except at the ends where it becomes infinite, as it should. Comparison of

"igs. 9 and 10 with 6 and 7 shown that X/4)| differs only slightly from

X/4) . The difference is greater for the smaller value of fi. It follows that

\pi(h —X/4) is a satisfactory parameter even for f3h = it. If desired | X/4) | may

be used especially for small values of fl, but the difference is not over about 3% for

fl^lO.
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The conclusions of the above analysis may be generalized and summarized as

follows: 1. The relative distribution function

sin 0(h - | z' | )
Z ) = .  j-7-

sin fi{h — | z | )

is a good approximation for all values of h. 2. Suitable parameters for expansion are

Fig. 11. The parameter ifr, Eqs. (48) and (49), as a function of 0h,
for 0=10, 15, 20.

|*jn(0)| =|<M0)| for /3A^tt/2; |*X1(A-X/4)| = |^(A-X/4)| for fih^w/2. The fol-
lowing notation will be used from here on

*«(0)| =1^(0)1; PhZx/2

*ki(H - X/4) | = | *i(h - X/4) |; f$h ̂  x/2.
— {

Since St'/nCz) has such a small imaginary part and is so well represented by (58) ex-

cept at the ends of the antenna, the correction function y(z) in (14a) is sufficiently

small to be neglected.

The parameter ip as defined in (58) is plotted as a function of j3h for Q = 10, 15, 20
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in Fig. 11. For ft = 10 the curve in solid line for Ph>ir/2 is |^2(/j—A/4)|, the curve

in broken line is |\p\(h — X/4)|. The curves for fi = 15, and 20 with fih>tt/2 are

X/4)|.
5. Distribution of current. The distribution of current is given by (23), the im-

pedance by (29) with obtained from (58) or Fig. 11 for the value of h/a in

question. The functions F0(z), F0{h), Go(z), and G0{h) are unchanged; they are de-

fined by (20b). Upon substituting (40) in (10) and using (10) in the form (14a) in

(21a) with n = 1, this becomes

FlK(z) = Foz^ki(z) - f kFo.'Rrle-»«*dz'. (59)
J -*

Upon comparing (59) with (36a) written for » = 1, it follows that

F\k(z) = F\h(z) + — &)(Foz)h- (60)

Since ^(z) is not involved in (21b),

F1K(h) = F1H(h). (61)

Upon substituting (60) in (21a) with y(z) =0 and n — 2, this becomes

Fik(z) = (Fijx^x^z) — (* (Fw)KRrle~'PRldz'. (62)
J —h

Using (60) and (61) in (62), this gives

/h /% h
{F!,■)HRile~~midz' - (i - 0) F0,-Rrle-"«>dz'.

-a J —h
(63)

Upon comparing (63) with (36a), this time written with n = 2, and using (60) and

(61) as well as (36a) written with n = 1, we see that

Fzk(z) = (Fl,)//^ + i/'O/' — Si) (F0t) H + FiH(z) — (Fi,)h

- - Q)[(Fo,)h^ ~ Fih(z) - (+- V)(F»,)„].

When terms are collected there results,

FiK(z) = F2h(z) + (^ — &)(Fu)h + (^ — tt)Fm(z) + (^ — U)*(Fo,)h. (64)

Using (21b) with (60) and (61), we find

FiK{.h) = F2h(Ji) + (if/ — ti)Fm(h). (65)

Subtracting (65) from (64), we have

{F2x)k = (Fiz)h + 2(yp — Q)(Fu)h + (\f/ — fi)2(/7oJ)//. (66)

Repetition of the above procedure to evaluate (Fnt)K leads to:

(Fn,)K = £ (i - fi)'(FB_f.,)*; « ^ 0. (67)
•—o (n — i)hi

Expressions for G2K(z), GzkW, (G2z)x, and (G„,)k are obtained from (64)-(67) by

writing G for F.
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If the functions F and G are combined to form the functions M as defined in (24)

and (25) for the first two terms, the result is

Mik(z) = Mih{z) + (i — Q) sin /3(h — \ z \ ), (68)

M,k(z) = M,h{z) + 2(i - Q,)M1H(z) + (*- b)2 sin 0(h - | z| ). (69)

In general,

MMz) = E ■ - b )'Jf _.,(*); « £ 0, (70)
,_0 (» — l)\l\

where it is understood that

M0h(z) = sin /3(h — | z |). (71)

Similarly,

FnK(h) = £ (* - ayF»-i.«W; » ^ 1. (72)
i_o (n — i — l)!i!

Upon substituting (70)-(72) in (23) the general expression for the rath order

current becomes

» ADi)m sin ftk - | z |) + £ (DB+1)mMnff(z)/^

</.)■ - ^ \   > <«>

where with

a: s 1 -
*

cos fih + £ (Dn)m-iFnH(h)/in

n
xrn\  (74)

the D's have the following significance:

Order m =

(A)- =

(!?«)- =

(.D,)m =

(I>0- =

(A)m =

0

1

1

+ *

1

2

+ x2

+ 2x

1

+ *3

+ 3x2

+ 3*

1

+ s4

+ 4x®

+ 6a;2

+ 4x

1

+

+

+

+

+

(75)

It is interesting and significant to note than when the series in (75) are summed

for an infinite number of terms, i.e., m—»», then

dn~x / 1 \ 1 /<£\n
£>„ = 1 ) = = ( —); *<1; »£1. (76)

dxn~\ 1-xJ (1 - *)» \0/

With these values of (Dn)m and an infinite number of terms, (73) is identical with the

expression (37) obtained by Hallen. Furthermore, if a—>0, for all values of (3h,

so that (73) approaches (37) as the radius a approaches zero.

It is important to note that if a finite number of terms is used in (73), all terms

belonging to a given order m of solution must be retained and no others. That is, if
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-06 -0.4 -0.2 0 02 OA 06 08 10 '*2

Fig. 14. First order current for ph — r/2 in units of Vo/60 QDh.

-140 -1.20 -1.00 -oe -0.6 "0.4 "0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6

Fig. 15. First order current for /3A = 3jt/4 in units of VJ60 SIDh.
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an with order solution is evaluated, only terms contributed by M„k(z) and FnK(h)

with »= 0, .1, 2, • • • , m are used. It is readily verified that this is equivalent to

writing

(-Pi) 2—O-X'-t)"
(Dt), = 1 + 2^1 - —(77a)

(£3)2 = 1.

Fig. 16. First order current for fih = ir in units of V0/6QUD/r.

The expressions (-£>1)2 and (£>2)2 are plotted as functions of /3h for 12 = 10, 15, 20, in

Fig. 12. Similarly it is correct to set

(£1)0 ^ 1,

(-T>(DOx-l + ll-—), (77b)

(£>2)1 = 1.

The function (£>1)1 is shown in Fig. 13 for 12 = 10, 15, 20.

The first order distribution of current as calculated on the one hand from the

Hallen formula (38) in reference 3, and on the other hand, from (73), are shown in

Figs. 14—16 for (ih = ir/2, 37r/4, 7r, and with Q = 10, 20. The function/" and/' when

(73) is written in the form
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are plotted in the figures. Numerical values of Dh are given in reference 3 where D

is written instead of Da.

Apart from the change in the input current which is discussed below in terms of

the impedance, the general shape of the two sets of curves is much the same. The

new, more exact theory leads to a distribution with somewhat greater relative ampli-

tudes nearer the outer parts of the antenna, and with a somewhat larger component

in phase with the driving potential difference. For Ph = ir the first order solution of the

new theory is the same as the first order solution of Hallen's theory if \p is written for

tl. Since \p is less than 0, this means the new first order distribution is the same as

Hallen's first order distribution for an antenna of greater radius, but only for ph = ir.

6. The impedance. The formula for the impedance according to the new, more

exact theory is

-jRc
COS Pk + X (Dn)m-\OiJ^n

(Zo)m =  ) (79)

(DX)m sin fih + (D»+l)mPn/t")
n—1

where a„ and are defined in (38b, c); <*i is tabulated in reference 11; a2 in Table I.

Curves for (i?o)m and (X0)m as calculated from (79) are given in Figs. 17-19. Both

second and first order solutions are shown for 12 = 10, 15, 20. These are calculated

from
Ai + jAi

where for the second order solution

g)(tan-lAiMi-tan-l.Bj/J3i)j (80)

Ai = (Di)iai /■& + (£>2)10:2 ft t

Ai = — [cos ph + + (D2)i«2/^2],

= (£>i)2 sin ph + (£>2) 2^1/i + Pi/f,

B2 = /\p + P2 /lA > (81)

with (Di)t and (£>2)2 given by (77a) and (Z>i)i, (£>2)1 by (77b).

For the first order solution

A1 = (Z)j)o«i 1

A2 = — [i cos ph — (Di)o<*i],

Bi = sin ph + p[, '

B2 = Pi , (82)

where (jDi)o and (Z?i)i are given by (77b).

The impedance calculated according to the new, more exact theory differ con-

siderably in some details but not in major outline from that obtained from the

Hallen theory as calculated by King and Blake,11 King and Harrison,7 and Bouw-

kamp.13 In general, resistances at antiresonance are smaller and occur at smaller

values of @h; resistances at resonances are greater and likewise occur at smaller
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values of Ph. These differences are most significant for large values of the radius of

the antenna. A critical discussion of impedance calculated from the theory here

presented and comparison with experiment and with the theories of Hallen,23 Gray,12

Schelkunoff,6'1 and others is reserved for a sequel to this paper. Accuracy of the re-

sults and convergence of the series involved also will be discussed therein.

Fig. 19. The input resistance and reactance of a very thin, cylindrical,

center-driven antenna, J2 = 20, h/a = 1.1 X104, for the first and second order

theories.

Using a specially constructed coaxial line and driving conditions that approxi-

mate as closely as possible the idealized slice generator D. D. King has measured

the impedance of cylindrical antennas with hemispherical ends. A complete descrip-

tion of the apparatus, of the method, and of the results will be contained in a doctoral

dissertation and in a paper to be published in another journal. A cross-section of the

results involving all of the critical values for fi = 10 are shown below together with

the corresponding theoretical results of the theory outlined above. The agreement is

seen to be good for all quantities in the second order theory, only approximate in the

first order theory.
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Table II

Anti-

resonant

Ro

X
r ^^anti-

Resonant

Ro
2 PHm- Ro at f)h = — Xoat/3A = —

Experimental

Results by

D. D. King
800 1.95 .60 71.5 .098

*

85 47

Theoretical

Results

Second Order

860 1.80 .61 71.0 .094 88 42.5

Theoretical

Results

First Order

840 1.27 .39 64.8 .065 67 30

Appendix: Integral Functions

The Functions C(z) and S{z).

/A /» Acos fiz'dz' = J (Rr1e~>PRl + cos fiz'dz', (1)

/,h /» A
Rrye~>PRl sin z'\ dz' = I + Rr1e~m") sin /3z'dz', (2)

-h Jo

where

Ri = V(z - z')2 + a2 (3a) R* = V(» + O2 + a\ (3b)

These integrals can be written in the form

C(z) = $[h+h +I3 +!<], (4)

5(«) = [h - h + h- /«] = - [U ~ U + /, - 7i], (5)

where .

(6)

(7)

(8)

J. A /» A
Rr1e~>P(-Rl~',)dz' = e'v' I Rrle-'^+'~'^dz',

0 ^0

/•A /» ARrxe~M(-ni+t',dz' = e"'"' I Rr1e-'^-^'">dz',
0 J 0

/s = f Rrle-MR*-.')dz' = f Rr1e-w>-'-'"ldz',
J 0 ^ 0

/) A /% hR^e-mnt+.ndz' = I Rrle~^R^'+'">dz'. (9)
0 •'0

The four integrals (6)-(9) can all be reduced to the form

J irle~vdv (10)
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by making the changes in the variable and in the upper and lower limits listed in

Table III.
Table III

Integral
dv

Vo for z' = 0 Vk for z'—h

h

I,

jp(Ri+z-z') ]

j@(Ri-z+z') =jfi[\/ (z'—z)'+a*+(z'—*) ]

j@(Ri—z—z") -=jp[v/(2'+z)1+a»-(z'+z) ]

jp(Rt+z+z') =j/3 [\/(z'+2)!+as+(z'+z) ]
[z+z "| v-^+1J -5

jP(Ra+z)

jP(Ro-z)

MR*-*)

jP(R0+z)

jp(Rih-ui)

J/3(J?ia+Ui)

jP(Rt*—lh)

jP(Rvt-{-ui)

Ro=\/z2-{-a2] «2 = A+z; U\=h—z; Rih—\/tt|-l-a2; Rvi — \/wi~!~a2

In terms of exponential, sine, and cosine integrals,

C  du = Ei (— jb) — Ei (— ja) = Ci (b) — Ci (a) — j Si (b) + j Si (a). (11)
J ja M

With (11) the several integrals (6)-(9) may be expressed as follows in terms of the

exponential integral and the sine and cosine integrals

7i = — etf*{Ei [— jp(Rih — «i)] - Ei-[— jP(R0 + z)]} (12a)

= — Ci0(i?u — «i) — Ci/3(J?0 + z) — j Si p(Ru — m) + j Si P(R0 + z)}. (12b)

U = c-«"{Ei [- jp(Rlh + Ml)] - Ei [- jf)(Ro - z)]} (13a)

= e~3'"2{ Ci/3(i?u + mi) - Ci/3(2?o - z) - jSip(Rlh + «i) + j'Sij3(J?0 -2)}. (13b)

7, = *-*•{Ei [- MRik - «2) ] - Ei [- jP(R0 — z)]} (14a)

= e~»'{ Ci/3(R2h - m2) - Ci/S(J?0 - z) - j Si j3(i?2A - «i) + j Si/S(7?„ - z)}. (14b)

74 = e«"{Ei [- jp(R*h + m2) ] - Ei [- jfi (7?„ + z) ]} (15a)

= Ci |3(7?2a + m2) — Ci /3(7?o + z) — j Si /3(2?2a + m2) + j Si /3(i?o + 2)} • (15b)

Upon combining the several integrals according to (4) and (5),

C(z) = J«»'{Ei [- #(*„ + «2)] - Ei [- jp(Rlh - «0]}

+ {Ei [- jfi(Ri\ + «i)] - Ei [- jP(R2ll - m2)]}. (16a)

C(z) = Ci/3(i?2A + m2) — Ci/3(J?u — Mi) - j Sip(R2h + m2) + j Si p(Rlh — Mi)}

+ Ci f3(Rih + Mi) — Ci P(R2h — m2) — j Si P(Rih + Mi)

+ j Si /3(i?2* — m2) }. (16b)
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5(3) = L e»,{Ei [_ jp(R2h + M2)] + Ei [_ jp(Rlh _ Ml)] _ 2 Ei [- j0(Ro + z)]}

+ !«-«'{Ei [j0(Rlh + «0] + Ei [-j0(R2h - m2)] - 2 Ei [-MRo ~ z)]}.(17a)

S(z) = y e'^[Ci + u2) + Ci 0(i?u - «i) - i Si P(Rth + u2)

- j Si 0(Rlh - Ml) - 2 Ci 0(RO + z) + j"2 Si /3(i?0 + «)]

+ — e-,^*[Ci fi(Rih + «i) + Ci 0(R2\ — m2) — j Si 0(Rik + «i)

- j Si 0(i?2A - - 2 Ci 0(J?O - z) + j2 Si 0(R0 - a)]. (17b)

In trigonometric form

C(z) = i cos /3z [Ci 0(R2h + u2) + Ci 0(Rlh + u1) — Ci 0{R2/> — w2)

— Ci$(i?u — «i) — j Si P(R2h + w2) — j Si^(i?n + «i) + j Si 0(R2h — m2)

+ j Si f${R\h — Mi]

+ | sin j8z[Si 0(i?2A + m2) - Si /3(i?u + «i) + £i 0(i?2A — w2)

— Si fi(Rih — «i) + j Ci 0{R2\ + m2) — j Ci 0(Rih + Mi) + j Ci 0(R2h — m2)

-/ Ci fi(Rlk - Ml)]. (18)

•S(z) = § cos [Si fi(Rih + m2) + Si P(Rih + Mi) + Si 0(i?2* — «2)

+ Si P(Rih — Mi) — 2 Si 0(Ro + z) — 2 Si 0(Ro — z) + j Ci 0(R2h + m2)

+ 7 Ci 0(i?u + «i) + j Ci 0(R2h + m2) + j Ci 0(Rih — Mi)

- j2 Ci 0(RO + z) - j2 Ci 0(R0 - z)]

— § sin /3z[Ci 0(R2h + m2) — Ci 0(Rih + Mi) — Ci 0(R2h — m2)

+ Ci P(Rih - uO ~ 2 Ci 0(RO + z) + 2 Ci 0(Rt - z)

— j Si 0(Rih + m2) + j Si 0(Rih + Mi) + j Si 0(R2h — m2)

- j Si 0(Rih - m,) + j2 Si 0(RO + z) - j2 Si 0(RO - z) ]. (19)

With

R0 = vV + a2; m2 = h + z; Ui = h — z; R2h = Vm| + a5; = V«5 + a2.

These are exact expressions for the integrals (1) and (2). They are valid for all values

of the argument z and the parameters h and a.

The integral E{z).
g-iPR 1

 dz'. (20)
-h Rl

e{z) = rA
J -h

Let the variable be changed by setting

j8*i = 0V(z - z'Y + a2 = VU* + F2, (21)
where

U = 0(z-z'); V = 0a. (22)
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The integral then becomes

(U1 + FJ)-1/2<r'(t7,+rJ)1/W

a

-I.
wo,

(,u2 + F2)-1/s cos (U2 + V2)1,2dU

with

/• P«n (f/2 + 72)-i/j sin ]c/s + V2Y'2dU (23)
ss,»

i?2* = V(* + z)2 + = v(h - z)2 + a2. (24)

Let the following symbols be introduced:

Cuv x = f (U2 + F2)-1'2 cos (C/2 + F2)»W, (25)
«/ o

Suv * = f (E/2 + F2)-1'2 sin (C/2 + V*)"*dU. (26)
•/ 0

These functions satisfy the conditions Cuv (—*)=— Cuv x, Suv (—*)= — Suv x.

In terms of the notation (25) and (26), the integral (20) becomes

E(z) = Cuv pRth — Cuv f)Rih — j Suv /3R2h + j Suv 0Rlh. (27)

This is an exact expression for the integral (20).

Approximate Expressions for C(z), S(z), and E(z).

If the parameter a appearing in Rth = V(A+z)2+<z2, Rih = \/(h—z)2+a2 is small

compared with h, useful approximate expressions for the integrals C(z), S(z), and

E(z) may be derived as follows. Expanding the integral cosine using

Ci x = C + In x — Ci * = f w_1(l — cos u)du (28)
J o

where C is Euler's constant, one obtains

Ci P(R,h - «,) = C + In p(R^ - «,) - Cl j8(Ru - u2), (29)

Ci p(Rih ~ «i) = C + In 0(Ru - «i) - Cl P(Rik - «i), (30)

Ci |S(i?o - z) = C + In p(X, - z) - Ci 0(je„ - *). (31)

However,

— «2 = "\/(A + z)2 + a2 — (A + z), (32)

-Kia — «i = \/ (h — z)2 + a2 — (A — z), (33)

— z = \/z2 + a2 — z, (34)

are all of order of magnitude a, so that the arguments (3(i?2A —«2) and /3(2?u — Mi) are

of magnitude /3a. It follows that since the arguments of Ci j3(i?2&—"2), Ci (3(i?u — «i)

and Ci 18(R0 — z) are small these functions may be expanded in series. The leading
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term in each case is of the order of magnitude }/32a2 so that the Ci terms in (29)-(31)

are negligible compared with the logarithm. Hence,

Ci fiiRzh — Ui) = C + In |3(J?2a — «2), (35)

Ci (3(Rlh - iii) = C + In — «i), (36)

Ci 0(.Ro - z) = C + In p(R0 - z). (37)

Since the functions Si P(Ru-Ui) and Si /3(i?2t —w2) are of order of magnitude j3a,

they are negligible compared with Si /3(i?2A+w2) and Si /3(2?xa+«i) except very near

the ends z — ±h. If Ci /3(i?2A+M2), Ci /3(i?u+M*), and Ci /3(R0+z) are expanded using

(28) and the relation
u + (m2 + a2)1'2 u

In  - sinh-1 —, (38)
a a

and the approximations,

Cl P(R2h + «2) = Ci 2/9«, = Ci 2p(h + z), (39)

c! p(Rik + Ux) = Ci 2fiu\ = ci 20(A - z) 1 (40)

Ci P(R0 + z) = ci 2/3z, (41)

(18) and (19) reduce to the following approximate forms:

C(z) = - i cos /3z[Ci 2/3(h + z) + Ci 2/3(h - z) + j Si 2/3(A + z) + j Si 2/S(A - z)]

+ 5 sin /3z [Si 2j8(A + z) — Si 2/S(A — z) — j Ci 2/3(/» + z) + j Ci 2/3(A — z) ]

(42)
f h + z h — z~]

+ cos /3z sinh-1 (- sinh-1  .
La a J

S(z) == 5 cos /3s[Si 2/S(A + z) + Si 2/3(A — z) — 2 Si 2/3 | z |

— j Ci 2/3(A + z) - j Ci 2/3(A - z) + 2j Ci 20z]

+ 3 sin /3z[Ci 2/3(h + z) — Ci 2/3(h — z) + j Si 2/3(h + z)

— j Si 2fi(h — z) — 2j Si 2/3z] — sin /3 | z | Ci 2/3z

■ , f h + z h — z~|
+ sin /3 I z M sinh"-1 b sinh-1 

La a J

. 1 1 r * +1*1 l»li
— 2 sm /3 | z | sinh-1 sinh-1  .

L a a j

The last factor in (43) is written in the expanded form shown in order to contain

^ji(z) = sinh-1 (h + z/a)+sinh-1 (k—z/a). The remaining two terms may be written in

the following approximate form if desired,

[".* + 1*1 • v , I zll , h + \z\ + [(* + z)2 + a2]1'2
— sinh 1 sinh-1  = — In ;—; 

L a a J | z | + (z2 + o2)1/2

= ln(, , ,Y (44)
\A + |z|/

The function (42) is shown graphically in Figs. 20 and 21 for ph = ir; in Figs. 4 and

(43)
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5 for (3/j = 7t/2. The function (43) is in Figs. 22 and 23 for fih = ir/2-, in Figs. 6 and

7 for /3h = T.

An approximate expression for E(z) is obtained from (23) by adding and sub-

tracting
> h

(U2 + V2)~ll2dU.

0R u

•Pft2h

/'

(U2 + F2)-1/2[l - cos (£/2 + V2)ll2]dU

(U2 + F2)-1'2 sin (£/2 + V2y,2dU

flfiu

/• fiRlh (U2 + V2)~ll2dU. (45)

8ff,i

If the small quantity V=/3a is neglected in the first two integrals in (45) these re-

main everywhere finite and vanish at {7 = 0. This is not true in the last integral in

which F plays an important part. If F is neglected in the first two integrals both in

the integrand and in the limits, but retained in the last integral, the following ap-

proximate expression is obtained:

J.*** -*)| U |-»(1 - cos U)dU - j I U~l sin UdU
0(*-h) J P(t-h)

(U2 + V*)l'VU. (46)

Because the magnitude of U and not U itself appears in the denominator of the first

integral, this must be evaluated in two steps for the ranges z'>z and z'<z. It is not

necessary to write | U\ in the second integral because the integrand does not change

sign as z' passes through z. Hence with 77 =/3(z' — s) = — U the first integral in (46)

becomes

/» p(z+h) /» 0

U~\ 1 - cos U)dU - I U~\ 1 - cos U)dU
0 J 0(t-h)

= - I U~K 1 - cos U)dU
J 0

/3(A-i) _

U~\ 1 - cos U)dU. (47)
o

Using (28) in (47), the sine integral in the second integral in (46), and evaluating the

third integral directly, we write (46) in the form:

E(z) = — Ci P(h + z) — Ci f)(h — z) — j Si fi(h + z) — j Si fi(h — z)

(h + z\ (h — z\
+ sinh-11 J + sinh-1 ( J. (48)

Use has been made of the fact that Si /3(z — h)= —Si /3(h—z). The function E(z) in

(48) is shown graphically in Figs. 24 and 25.


